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Chapter 7: All About Money

Setting Your Rates
As any long-time consultant can tell you, setting prices is an art as well as
a science. It’s a combination of covering your costs, ensuring a fair profit,
indicating your estimation of your value to your clients, and determining
what the market will bear. Your fees will be based on a combination of
factors, including the type of work you do, your client base, the going rate
both for the industry you’re marketing to and for the profession as a
whole, and the salary you want to pay yourself.

There are two ways to determine an hourly rate, which you can use as
a baseline for calculating your total fee. The first is to just do a gut-check,
decide that you’re worth, oh, $200 an hour, and go with it. (If you do set
your rate this way, you need a healthy amount of self-confidence. If your
gut tells you that you are worth $25 an hour, keep reading.)

If, on the other hand, you prefer to take the analytical approach—or
at least be able to justify your fee in your own mind—here’s a formula to
help you. It takes a little while to work through this process, but you’ll end
up setting an hourly rate that will sustain you. The theory here is to figure
out what you need to bring in, in order to cover your costs and earn a
satisfactory income. And keep in mind that this is your baseline hourly
rate; when you know that you’re adding exceptional value or when you
know that a lot is at stake, you can adjust your final fee upward to reflect
the added value or risk involved.

Salary
Decide what annual salary you want to pay yourself. Be realistic: don’t

build in a salary so low that you can’t make a living, and don’t expect to
pay yourself $300,000 the first year. Since your clients expect your hourly
rate to stay the same over time, resist the urge to start low and then raise
your salary later. If you set your rate too low now, you’ll be building a
business around people who expect you to continue to be low cost. If in a
year you want to double your salary, you’ll have to increase your hourly
rate, which means that you’ll have to find a new set of clients willing to
pay your higher fee.

Taxes
Calculate what you’ll have to pay in taxes. Remember that, since

you’re now a business, even if just a sole proprietor, you’ll have to pay the
taxes that your employer would normally pay. If you’re unsure, assume
that 25 percent or so of your income will go toward your taxes.

Investments
Add in the amount you need to set aside in a year for retirement,

children’s education, and other long-term financial goals.

Overhead
Next, figure out your non-reimbursable and overhead expenses for a

full year. This includes everything except expenses you can bill back
directly to clients. It includes just about everything you’ll be paying for,
such as:

 Office rent, if needed.
 Utilities (phone, Internet service).
 Insurance payments (health, property, liability).
 Office supplies (paper, toner, business cards, stamps, etc.).
 Annual membership dues for professional associations—those your

clients are members of and those for your own professional
development.

 Travel and registration costs for any relevant and cost-effective
professional conferences to market yourself, refresh your skills, and
stay on top of your clients’ issues and concerns.
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 Office equipment—assume that you’ll have to replace your phone and
your computer every few years, and include the cost of any other
equipment you need for your business.

 Accountants’ fees, professional magazine and journal subscriptions,
and other miscellaneous costs.

 Marketing and advertising expenses—for most entrepreneurs offering
a professional service, these costs may not be more than $1,000.

It’s hard to estimate all of these overhead items ahead of time; most
beginning entrepreneurs can expect to spend between $5,000 and
$25,000 in overhead. Variables include whether you want your business
to pay for your insurance expenses, how many conferences you attend,
and any specialized equipment or training your profession requires.

Billable Time
Now let’s figure out how many hours you can bill in a year. It’s

probably not as many as you think. Start with fifty-two weeks. Subtract at
least two weeks for vacation (at least one week of actual vacation and a
week of random days when you need to take a “mental health day”).
Subtract another week for medical appointments and sick days. Subtract
another two to three weeks for non-billable holidays (all the holidays that
regular employees get) because, let’s face it, you don’t want to have to
work on Thanksgiving and New Year’s Day. And finally, subtract at least
one week for unexpected problems. Your basement will flood and you
spend two days dealing with it. Or your family pays a visit and wants your
undivided attention. Or your spouse breaks both wrists and you need to
take over the driving duties for both of you. If you plan for the
unexpected, then you won’t have to be as concerned about the “lost”
time from these unplanned interruptions. You’ll probably wind up with
around forty-five weeks of time that you can expect to be working.

How many hours will you bill each week? For most professionals, the
answer is no more than twenty or thirty hours—and that assumes a full
forty-hour work week. So once you factor in how many billable weeks
there are in a year, you can probably plan on billing no more than 1,000 or

1,500 hours a year, assuming you can generate that much work, week
after week.

In addition to doing what your clients are paying you for, you’ll spend
a significant amount of time marketing, answering e-mail, marketing,
preparing for presentations or meetings, marketing, sending out invoices,
marketing, paying bills, marketing, and so on. Trust me on this: you’ll
spend a lot of your time marketing. Even if one major client takes up most
of your time, you still need to invest in marketing so that you have other
clients when—not if—that client engagement comes to an end. As a
general rule, relying on one client for more than 25 or 30 percent of your
revenue is dangerous; if you lose that client your income will plummet.

So what do we have? In simple math, it looks like this:
Your annual salary plus taxes plus investments plus overhead

divided by
The number of hours you expect to bill in a year

To illustrate, here’s how an event planner might set her hourly rate.
She decides that her annual salary will be $50,000. She estimates that her
taxes, marketing, and other overhead (expenses that she can’t pass along
to her clients) will run about $20,000 a year. That means that she needs to
bring in at least $70,000 a year to meet her goals.

Based on her interviews with other event planners, she knows to
expect to bill no more than twenty-five hours in a forty-hour week and no
more than forty-four weeks a year. That means that if she’s fully booked
with clients, she’ll bill no more than 1,100 hours (twenty-five hours x
forty-four weeks). In order to have at least $70,000 in revenue to pay her
salary and expenses, she needs to charge at least $65 an hour ($70,000
divided by 1,100 hours).

Her annual salary plus taxes plus investments plus overhead: $70,000
divided by

The number of hours she expects to bill in a year: 1,100
equals $65/hour

Many entrepreneurs find that this comes to somewhere between $75
and $200 per hour. That result is how much you have to bill per hour in
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order to pay your salary and cover your expenses—again, in order to meet
your salary needs, you have to be generating enough business to bill all
your available hours.

For many beginning entrepreneurs, this rate may sound absurdly high;
some others may look at the number and imagine six-figure salaries their
first month in business. Reality lies somewhere in between. Since most
people don’t start their business with clients ready to engage them, it will
probably take six months to start bringing in enough income to pay
yourself your salary. After you get your marketing momentum going and
you learn what your clients value the most, your biggest limitation will be
how big you want your business to become.

If your intended client base is likely to balk at your rate, think long and
hard about whether you want to take a substantial pay cut in order to
work with this group of clients. Instead of constantly having to justify your
fees, consider expanding your idea of who your clients are and what you
do. Who else could benefit from your services and has the ability and
willingness to pay you for your brilliance and expertise? Go back to
Chapter 4, Who Are Your Clients?, and reconsider all the possible types of
clients you could attract.

# # #

Sound interesting? You can buy The Reluctant
Entrepreneur through Amazon at owl.li/yVLdM


